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Management needs timely access to detailed

portfolio information to monitor performance,

identify problems and take prompt action.

Yet, portfolio-level reporting for most

institutions is a burden. It involves a

multi-day or multi-week process of data

gathering and manual consolidation

before analysis can begin. CreditQuest®

Portfolio Manager streamlines the

process, eliminates errors and puts

additional and higher-quality information

into management’s hands more quickly.

Reveal the Trends and the Outliers

CreditQuest Portfolio Manager rapidly sifts

through an extensive amount of data and

produces routine or ad-hoc reports for internal,

external or regulatory needs. It allows users

to roll up monthly snapshots by quarter or

by year so they can more effectively monitor

and report trends. Routine reports are

predefined in a gallery for easy access and

use, and are produced immediately after

each monthly data import. These reports

help answer questions such as:

• Where are the top-performing officers,
branches, regions and markets?

• How has the business changed in the past
few months?

• What are the exposures and trends in
various industry sectors, and in various lines
of business? How are risk ratings migrating
period by period?

• How much regulatory capital must the bank
maintain according to Basel II?

• What credit balances will run off in the
near future?

• What does the new replacement business
look like?

CreditQuest® Portfolio Manager: Powerful
Portfolio Analysis and Management Reporting

CreditQuest Portfolio Manager provides:

• Reduction of costs and errors over spreadsheet-
style analysis

• A single database to provide complete and
consistent data views for analysis

• Easy-to-use access to pre-defined reports

• Powerful ad-hoc report and analysis creation
without the need for a database expert

• Convenient, centralized, secure, automated
process for loading data

• Advanced calculation functions and data
manipulation techniques



Break Free of the Spreadsheet Jungle
A great deal of portfolio analysis today is performed using
many spreadsheets. While providing strong flexibility and
strengths for report presentation, the proliferating number
of files has made that type of reporting process a time-
consuming and manual effort. Additionally, data integrity
concerns increase as more hands touch and adjust the
data, causing file iterations to occur.

CreditQuest Portfolio Manager improves the information
management process with a safe and standard data file
handling routine. The result is that senior risk managers
and executive-level staff quickly obtain a thorough and
consistent analysis of the entire portfolio.

Look Deeper and See More
Essential to portfolio oversight is the ability to see the big
picture, as well as the details of undercurrents and trends.
For example, a report might display the counts and exposure
total in each risk grade and reveal changes in recent periods.
This insight could suggest further exploration into how the
exposure correlates with loan-to-value (LTV). As LTV values
approach or exceed policy requirements, account
reclassification or at least a fresh loan review may be
warranted. It is through this type of analysis that one can
fully understand the overall book of business and better
identify what is needed to defend, strengthen and
improve the situation.

Reports and analyses enable one to analyze loans from
the portfolio-level down to specific relationship groups and
customers. CreditQuest Portfolio Manager provides rapid
and detailed insight into a financial institution’s credit portfolio.
Flexible data segmentation enables drill-down into the portfolio
to continuously monitor concentration levels by exposure,
industry segment and geography. It allows viewing of
historical banking activity by customer, relationship manager,
branch and more. With this information in hand, users
can quickly identify individual loans or portfolio segments
that require attention.

Aggregate Data Automatically
CreditQuest Portfolio Manager aggregates data monthly,
automatically displaying the changes in your portfolio. It
accepts data from the core system and then applies
mathematical functions. Optionally, it supplements the
host data with data from CreditQuest, so users have the
data measures they want. It automates the entire process
and advances the date on prior work. For example, if
standard reports represent the last three months of
data, those same specifications are maintained.

Own, Build and Expand the Analysis Library
Common data populations are defined for the entire portfolio,
such as retail loans, corporate loans, commercial real estate,
collateral types, LTVs, etc. Common display layouts are
created for viewing of Risk Analysis, Customer Profitability,
Balances Detail, Collateral Analysis and so forth. These

reusable components
supply a common view for
various populations, or a
common population with
various views. The result is
that users can always find a
report that suits their needs.
Simple selection dialogs
enable users to define the
desired reporting dates
and other criteria. Individual
values may be adjusted for
reporting without losing the
original value.

Illustration 1: With data population, users may view several types of analyses.

Analyses tables–based on this scopeData Population



Reports for Every Type of
Credit Risk Oversight
The reports users can create are only limited by the
type of data included. Following are some examples
of common risk management reports.

Portfolio Stress Tests
CreditQuest Portfolio Manager enables defining
“what-if” stress scenarios and applying those
calculations. Data is applied consistently across
all periods and updated as each new month’s data
is added.

Illustration 2 represents a stress test in a “what-if”
scenario challenging collateral values. “What-if”
collateral values decreased 10% or 25%. How
many loans would be affected? What is the total
value of those loans? This report addresses what
the overall impact is on the Weighted Average
Risk Rating.

Top Customer Relationships
A popular report for auditors and bank regulators
is the Top Ten Borrowers Report. The “80-20 rule”
applies to these vital customer relationships.
Though few in number, they represent significant
exposure and usually are the most active
customers. These are important relationships that
must be examined to ensure that balance-
weighted returns are commensurate with the risk.

The Top Ten Borrowers Report as show in
Illustration 3 provides a detailed display showing
not just the percentage of total, but the individual
Weighted Risk Rating and Weighted Rate for each
of the Top Ten Borrowers and the trend for the
periods shown. Changing the periods shown is
also a two-click selection. Illustration 3: Ten Top Borrowers Report

Illustration 2: Collateral Stress Test Analysis



Risk Migration
Knowing how risk has changed is equally important to
knowing counts and totals by risk-rating category.
Management must identify accounts moving deeper into
the trouble zone and those working their way out. If
problems are uncovered earlier, only minor corrective
action may be needed, whether this is acting on an account
or making an early loss appropriation. CreditQuest
Portfolio Manager filters and quantifies risk information to
identify “who,” “how much” and “how far.”

Portfolio Reports on Loan Losses
Allowances for loan losses is another area that requires
close and detailed analysis. Realistically, there is no way
to know specifically what losses ultimately will be revealed,
but continually estimating and “triangulating” on the target
helps ensure that realistic reserves are maintained.
CreditQuest Portfolio Manager enables users to aggregate
loans in risk pools against which they can assess loss
factors. As the data is refreshed monthly, the latest risk
situation immediately appears. It also lets users dynamically

identify impairment situations. Candidate-impaired accounts
can be identified and the impairment amounts entered; the
results automatically update the pool totals and provide the
data needed for impairment detail reports. The powerful
calculation engine within CreditQuest Portfolio Manager is
designed to enable detailed data manipulation, for
whatever reporting is needed by financial institutions.

Regulatory Capital Requirements
Under Basel II
CreditQuest Portfolio Manager can perform portfolio-level
calculations to determine capital requirements in
accordance with the credit-risk requirements of Basel II.
This regulatory capital mitigates the credit risk resulting
from the financial institution’s loan portfolio. Using the
filter mask, the portfolio analyst can limit Basel II calculations
to only data that meets specific criteria. The analysis
capabilities offered by CreditQuest Portfolio Manager
can help financial institutions steer their portfolio safely
through changing economic conditions, while meeting
credit risk capital requirements.

Illustration 4: To further support ALLL calculations, a list of potentially impaired accounts can be generated
based on characteristics such as “Non-Accrual” or “Impaired Last Month” for review and distribution.



Data, Output and Format Control
All formatting controls are at users fingertips. Features
include scaling, blank/zero suppression, cross sections,
trend calculations, equal and balance-weighted values,
period definitions, percentage change, account counts,
headers/footers, portrait/landscape, report comments,
and control over all graph elements. When printed reports
are desired, the content may range from high-level summary
information to detailed individual account values. Tables of
data can be output in column or row orientation.

CreditQuest Portfolio Manager keeps all data readily
available so users can flex the data to the desired format.
While senior managers want summary portfolio-level views
and analyses for executive reporting, other analysts and
managers might want more specific loan-level and entity-
level detail. All the data seen within CreditQuest Portfolio
Manager can be output to a variety of reporting formats
with multiple formatting options. The output report can be
printed for archival purposes, saved as an electronic file, or
saved as an HTML document. If desired, the HTML
document may then be imported directly into Microsoft®

Excel® for further processing, formatting or comparisons.

System Requirements
CreditQuest Portfolio Manager uses Microsoft® SQL
Server® 2005 or 2008 with Analysis Services. Server
requirements and recommendations will depend upon
the amount of data to be processed. Please go to
www.creditquest.com to download the latest information.

Implementation Jump Start:
Simple to Comprehensive
Our Professional Services team can supply services based
upon financial institutions’ needs. The primary limitation
on the power and depth of loan portfolio reporting is the
amount and quality of the input data. CreditQuest Portfolio
Manager addresses this fundamental issue. It is designed
so that non-programmers can control and manipulate the
raw input data, so they can select the data that is useful
for them. Users control the entire process. We get financial
institutions up and running quickly by providing a good
starting suite of standard reports together with training
on how to enhance reports or create new ones.

The data for each core system will be different; therefore,
the final reports that can be produced will be different.
Our staff will assist in defining the data and reports to
provide a quick and complete solution.

Stronger in the Suite
The power of CreditQuest Portfolio Manager is available
as a standalone system. It is enhanced with other modules
of the CreditQuest suite, where more complete account
relationships can be defined and where the latest ratings
and other data can be included.

Key Features of CreditQuest
Portfolio Manager

• Reports on loans, collateral, deposits, activity and
fees for all portfolios

• Augments imported data with calculated fields

• Pre-built reusable population and layout components
make it possible for easy creation of new reports and
modification of existing standards

• Provides on-the-fly flexibility for ad-hoc analysis

• Enables easy creation of all reports without the need
for a database expert

• Analysis content control:
- Detailed filters and segmentation
- Specify sort and drill-down sequence
- Include/exclude specific accounts
- Manually edit specific values for any period

• Optional formatting features:
- Graphics
- Trend indicators
- Highlight
- Value scaling
- Suppress blank lines/zero values
- Narrative and comments

• Exports data, in summary or detail listing, for external
presentation formatting or further analysis in another
program such as Microsoft® Excel®



Part of the CreditQuest® Suite
CreditQuest Portfolio Manager is part of the CreditQuest
suite of products, together providing an end-to-end credit
management system. The CreditQuest suite brings
origination, financial analysis, underwriting, documentation
and executive reporting together in a single, streamlined
workflow. The system can address workflow management
needs for the entire lending process. It is able to combine
a unified, relationship-centric view of the customer’s
financial data and supporting documents with portfolio
management capability.

For more information about CreditQuest Portfolio Manager
or the entire CreditQuest suite of products, contact us at
+353 1 664 1430, or e-mail us at moreinfo@harlandfs.com.

Overview of CreditQuest
Mapping the Credit Management Process

CreditQuest Credit
Manager - An end-to-end credit
management solution that supports
the review, analysis, collaboration
and decision making of corporate
and retail credit applications by
incorporating workflow, document
management, account aggregation,
automated and manual decisions,
relationship management,
delinquency management
and more.

CreditQuest Financial
Analyzer - An advanced financial
statement management and
analysis solution offering
configurable financial ratios,
peer group comparisons,
custom analysis reports and
more. By leveraging financial
data, CreditQuest Financial
Analyzer enables effective
customer risk rating.

CreditQuest Project
Analyzer - A project financing
analysis solution that assists in
assessing the repayment capacity
and viability of debt-financed
projects. CreditQuest Project
Analyzer reduces the time spent
on project assessment from
days to hours.

CreditQuest Rating
Manager - A risk-rating software
solution that enables the use of
a wide range of rating models.
CreditQuest Rating Manager
supports models that incorporate
borrower demographics, analysis
of financial statements, management
quality assessments, industry
segment risk, related parties, bank
account activity, quality of collateral,
real-time alerts and more.

CreditQuest Portfolio
Manager - An advanced credit
portfolio management and
analysis solution that provides
metrics covering credit risk
banking activity, concentrations
and trends from the portfolio
level down to the single
customer. CreditQuest Portfolio
Manager includes 16 standard
reports and the ability to add or
customize additional reports.
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Harland Financial Solutions (www.harlandfinancialsolutions.com)

supplies software and services to thousands of financial institutions

of all sizes, providing credit risk management software and related

services to banks and financial services providers around the world.

Our flagship solution, CreditQuest, is an end-to-end credit

management system that brings origination, financial analysis,

underwriting, documentation, risk rating automation, rating model

administration and executive reporting together in a collaborative,

streamlined workflow. It combines a unified, relationship-centric

view of the customer's financial data and supporting documents

with advanced portfolio management capability.

©2011 Harland Financial Solutions. All Rights Reserved. CreditQuest is a registered trademark of Harland
Financial Solutions. All other product names or brand names are trademarks and/or service marks

of their respective owners, maybe registered, and should be treated appropriately.

RiskManagementSolutions
• CreditQuest

– Streamlined Credit Workflow
– Relationship Management
– Financial Statement Analysis
– Covenant Monitoring
– Collateral and Exception Tracking
– Executive Reporting
– Risk Rating Automation
– Rating Model Administration
– Portfolio Management

CoreSystems
• Phoenix® System

Harland Financial Solutions

+353 1 664 1430

moreinfo@harlandfs.com

www.harlandfinancialsolutions.com

110128-6
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